JRC Dataset

Emissions Database for Global Atmospheric Research, version v4.3.2 part I Greenhouse gases (gridmaps)

Description:
Gridmaps of greenhouse gases (CO2, CH4, N2O) from 1970 till 2012 for all world countries with sector-specific break-down.
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Related resources:
Data access
JRC-EDGARv4.3.2: GHG emissions gridmaps
Gridmaps in txt or netCDF format with sector- and country-specific emissions from 1970-2012

Additional information:
Last Modified: 2017-03-31
Issue date: 2017-03-31
Geographic area: World
Temporal coverage: From: 1970-01-01 – To: 2012-12-31
Update frequency: None
Language: English
Data theme(s): Environment; Science and technology
EuroVoc domain(s): 36 SCIENCE; 52 ENVIRONMENT
Identifier: http://data.europa.eu/89h/jrc-edgar-edgar_v432_ghg_gridmaps

Geographic information:
Geographic bounding box: 89.9° N, 179.9° E, -90° S, -180° W